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Black Bolt and Medusa
Blackagar Boltagon, known as Black Bolt, is the king of the 
Inhumans, a strain of humans genetically engineered by the Kree 
Empire to be living weapons. With his voice, Black Bolt harness 
immense power. When he speaks, he can produce a shockwave 
able to level a whole city. Even a whisper from Black Bolt 
renders his enemies feeble and broken. He has endured rigorous 
conditioning to control this power, choosing to remain totally silent. 
Only in defense of his people does Black Bolt unleash this power 
of his destructive voice. 

Medusaligh Amaquelin-Boltagon, or Medusa, is the wife of Black 
Bolt and queen of the Inhumans. Through exposure to the Terrigen 
mists, she gained psychokinetic control over her hair. Each strand 
is stronger than steel and she can manipulate them like an array 
of countless appendages. She can whip her hair faster than the 
speed of sound or use it to bind someone in place. Medusa’s 
control of her hair is so precise that she can use it to perform work 
as delicate as picking a lock or threading a needle.

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Introducing the popular superhero team the 

Inhumans to Marvel: Crisis Protocol

• As leader of the Inhumans, Black Bolt is a key 
purchase.

• Both Characters will also be part of future teams 
and affiliations, making them attractive purchases 
for all kinds of Marvel: Crisis Protocol players.

CONTENTS
1 Black Bolt Miniature, 1 Medusa Miniature, 2 Bases, 2 Character Stat Cards, 4 Team Tactic Cards, 1 Crisis Card, 1 
Affiliation Card, 12 Tokens

Product Code: CP34en UPC: 841333109394

Price: $39.95 Dims: 16.5 x 11.5 x 4 cm.

Country of Origin: China Product Weight: N/A

Case Qty: 12 Outer Case Dims: N/A Outer Case Weight: N/A

Ages 14+

90 Minutes

2 Players


